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Agenda

• Brief Introductions
• The Technology Leadership Challenge
• Panel Discussions
• Q&A
Technology Leadership

• Leadership goes by different titles – CIO, CTO etc.
• Key Attributes
  – Focus on strategic issues
  – Budget
  – Authority
  – Participation with executive leadership
  – Plan and execute information strategy

Technology Leadership Challenge

• Scarcity of technology leaders
• Technical complexities of the new healthcare environment
  – Policy and program implementation
  – Depth and breath of data
  – Rapid pace of change
• Consumerism of healthcare
Understanding How to Bring Technology into the Leadership Team

Question # 1

What is the Role of the Behavioral Health CIO

Question # 2

What are some of the key trends that CEOs and Technology leaders need to focus on?
CHALLENGES
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Question # 3

100% of Major Health Systems have Technology Leaders. Why are we lagging behind?
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Question # 4

We are a small to mid-size Community Mental Health Center. Why do we need a CIO?
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Question # 5

What is the Role of the CIO in the Strategic Planning process?
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Question # 6

What are some best strategies for hiring CIOs?
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Question # 7

In the context of hospital systems, large primary care practices, FQHCs integrating behavioral health services, how can CMHCs stay competitive in this business environment?
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